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We consider constraints on cosmic strings from their emission of Higgs particles, in the case that the
strings have a Higgs condensate with amplitude of order the string mass scale, assuming that a fraction of
the energy of the condensate can be turned into radiation near cusps. The injection of energy by the
decaying Higgs particles affects the light element abundances predicted by standard big-bang nucleo-
synthesis (BBN) and also contributes to the diffuse gamma-ray background (DGRB) in the Universe today.
We examine the two main string scenarios (Nambu-Goto and field theory) and find that the primordial
helium and deuterium abundances strongly constrain the string tension and the efficiency of the emission
process in the NG scenario, while the strongest BBN constraint in the FT scenario comes from the
deuterium abundance. The Fermi-LAT measurement of the DGRB constrains the field theory scenario even
more strongly than previously estimated from EGRET data, requiring that the product of the string tension
μ and Newton’s constant G is bounded by Gμ ≲ 2.7 × 10−11β−2ft , where β2ft is the fraction of the strings’
energy going into Higgs particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Higgs particles can be produced in the early universe by
linear topological defects predicted in some gauge theories
of elementary particle physics with extra symmetries
beyond those of the Standard Model. These cosmic strings
are formed as a result of a spontaneous symmetry breaking
at phase transitions in the early universe [1,2]. In its
simplest form, a cosmic string is characterized by its
tension μ which is of order μ ∼M2, where M is the energy
scale of the symmetry breaking. Once formed, strings
evolve under the own tension, and can intersect and self-
intersect, and after reconnection, create loops. The loops
oscillate and decay, either into massive radiation of the
fields from which the string is made, or into gravitational
radiation. The relative proportion is highly uncertain, for
reasons explained in Ref. [3].
These two decay channels motivate two scenarios for
string evolution: the field theory (FT) scenario based on
direct numerical simulations of strings in the Abelian Higgs
model [4,5], and the Nambu-Goto (NG) scenario (see e.g.
[1,2,6] for reviews), which assumes that strings can be
treated as infinitely thin, with tension equal to mass per unit
length. Numerical simulations of Nambu-Goto strings in an
expanding universe have also been carried out [7–9], and
there has been significant progress in the understanding of
the loop size distribution [10–13]. In the NG scenario,
massive radiation is neglected, except at cusps—points
where the string doubles back on itself—and kinks—
discontinuous points in the tangent vector along the string.
Particles can be emitted from cusps either through anni-
hilation of oppositely oriented string segments (cusp
annihilation) or by linear classical radiation.
In [14] it was pointed out that the string fields are
generically coupled to the SM Higgs (via the so-called
Higgs portal), which leads to the string developing a Higgs
condensate in its core, extending a distance m−1h . Hence,
one can generically expect strings to decay into Higgs
particles: either as part of nonperturbative massive radiation
process visible in field theory simulations, or by cusp
emission in the NG scenario. Recent calculations of the
power from kink emission differ from each other by orders
of magnitude [15,16], and we neglect it here pending the
resolution of the issue.
In [14] it was assumed that the expectation value of
the Higgs in the core of the string was set by the string
scale M. However, a more recent numerical investiga-
tion found that the expectation value of the Higgs in the
core is of the same order as the electroweak scale vew
[17]. We note that whatever the value of the condensate,
the string is not superconducting [1,2,18]: the electro-
magnetic Uð1Þ symmetry remains unbroken at the core
of the string.
In this paper we extend arguments in [19] to show that
the Higgs condensate can indeed be “large” (i.e. M rather
than vew) in the region of parameter space where the Higgs
portal coupling is larger than the self-coupling of the
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symmetry-breaking scalar field. The parameter space
explored in [17] did not include this region.
In [14] it was also assumed that there was a linear
coupling between the string and the Higgs field, and that
this coupling was of order M, the expectation value of the
Higgs in the core of the string. In [17] it was argued that this
linear coupling had to be of order of the Higgs large-
distance expectation value and, hence, orders of magnitude
smaller. It was also briefly pointed out that there could be a
nonperturbative mechanism operating at cusps, where the
condensates overlap and interact, or “condensate annihi-
lation”. We consider the implications of this mechanism,
and parametrize it according to the fraction of the available
energy per cusp lost as Higgs radiation.
Using this model of nonperturbative cusp emission, we
derive constraints from the requirement that the decay
products of the emitted Higgs do not spoil the predictions
of big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) for light element
abundances [20–23], or produce a γ-ray flux inconsistent
with that measured by Fermi-LAT [24,25]. The BBN
constraint is relevant for energy injected at cosmic times
10−1 s ≲ t≲ 1012 s, while the DGRB constraint applies for
times t≳ 1015 s. We obtain constraints in both the NG and
FT scenarios, presenting them in Tables II and III, and in
Figs. 2 and 3.
Particle production by loops of cosmic string in the
NG scenario has been considered in many other contexts.
The emission of moduli particles was considered in
Refs. [15,25–29] and the emission of Kaluza-Klein par-
ticles by cosmic superstrings was analyzed in Refs. [30,31].
Emission of particles by loops of “thick” string (whose
width is TeV scale rather than GUT scale) was studied
in [32].
A recent paper [16] studies carefully the perturbative
emission of particles from strings with electroweak-scale
Higgs condensates, including scalars, vectors and fermions,
both one-particle and two-particle emission, and emission
from cusps, kinks and kink-kink collisions. The total
emission rate in the class of model considered in this
paper, where the Higgs condensate is of order the high scale
M, and the nonperturbative cusp emission mechanism
operates, can be significantly higher.
There are other cosmological and astrophysical con-
straints on strings [1–3]. According to recent observation of
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) by the Planck
satellite [33], the cosmic string tension is constrained to be
Gμ < 1.5 × 10−7 in the Nambu-Goto string model (NG)
and Gμ < 3.2 × 10−7 in the Abelian-Higgs field theory
model (FT) (with 95% confidence level), where G is the
Newton’s gravitational constant. Adding BICEP2 data
reduces the Abelian Higgs 95% confidence upper limit
to Gμ < 2.7 × 10−7 [34]. Previous analysis of CMB based
on WMAP and ACT data provides, respectively, Gμ <
4.2 × 10−7 (FT scenario) [35] and Gμ < 1.6 × 10−7 (NG
scenario) [36], also both at 95% confidence level. These
constraints are translated into a bound on the energy scale
of M ≲ 1015 GeV. In the NG model, cosmic strings can
also be investigated through the emission of gravitational
radiation in a wide range of frequencies [37–40]. For
instance, the most recent bounds Gμ < 5.3 × 10−7 and
Gμ ≤ 2.8 × 10−9 are due to pulsar timing arrays and can be
found in Refs. [41] and [13], respectively. The differences
in the bounds reflect different assumptions about the size
distribution of string loops. Finally, there is a strong bound
on the FT scenario from the DGRB. Prior to this work, an
old analysis of EGRET data [42] gave an estimate Gμ ≲
10−10f−1 [3], where f is the fraction of the strings’ energy
going into γ rays.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the rate at which Higgs particles are emitted through
nonlinear interaction in the NG scenario as well as the
rate per unit volume of a network of strings in the FT
scenario. In Sec. III we describe the loop distribution of
strings formed in the radiation era and check that the
friction-dominated epoch is long over by the time the
constraints are applied. Cosmological constraints onGμ are
obtained in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V our conclusions are
presented. We also have dedicated an Appendix for details
of the calculation of the size of the Higgs condensate in the
string core.
In this paper we use natural units c ¼ ℏ ¼ 1 so that the
Newton’s gravitational constant can be expressed as
G ¼ m−2P ¼ t2P, where mP ≃ 1.2 × 1019 GeV and tP ≃
5.4 × 10−44 s are the Planck mass and time respectively.
We also take the present time and the time of equal matter
and radiation densities to be t0 ≃ 4.4 × 1017 s and
teq ≃ 2.4 × 1012 s.
II. HIGGS RADIATION FROM STRINGS
A. The Higgs condensate
If the Higgs field has a suitable interaction with the scalar
field which makes the string, it can condense (i.e. acquire a
vacuum expectation value) in the core of the string [14,18].
Such an interaction is provided by the Higgs portal. If the
string is made by a complex field ϕ, then the most general
renormalizable potential including the Standard Model
Higgs doublet Φ can be written
Vðϕ;ΦÞ ¼ 1
2
λ1ðjϕj2 −M2Þ2 þ
1
2
λ2ðjΦj2 − η2Þ2
þ λ3ðjϕj2 −M2ÞðjΦj2 − η2Þ; ð1Þ
We suppose thatM ≫ η, and that λ1λ2 > λ23, in which case
the ground state is jϕj ¼ M and jΦj ¼ η [19]. We recognize
vew ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
η as the electroweak scale 246 GeV. In [19],
models where the Higgs does not interact with the gauge
field in the string were studied, and it was shown that the
Higgs takes an expectation valueM in the core of the string,
providing λ3 ≳ λ1. Outside the string core, the Higgs field
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decreases as 1=r. A detailed analysis of the slightly more
complicated model relevant here, where the Higgs and the
string gauge field are coupled, is given in the Appendix. It
is shown that jΦj ∼M ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃλ3=λ2p at the core of string and
decreases as 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λ2
p
r outside it, eventually decreasing
exponentially for distances greater than m−1h .
Recent numerical investigations in [17] of the solutions
with the above potential did not explore the region of
parameter space with (M ≫ η) and λ3 > λ1 at the same
time. It was found that, outside this region, the Higgs
expectation value in the string core was of order η.
In [14] it was argued that there was a linear coupling
between the string and the Higgs field, which leads to the
formation of a Higgs condensate in the core of the string
with amplitudeM. Subsequently, an argument was given in
[17] that the coupling must be proportional to η as the string
can couple to the Higgs only after electroweak symmetry
breaking. However, as is noted by the same authors, the
electroweak symmetry is broken locally by the Higgs
condensate itself, and the implication that there is no
classical radiation at all in the limit η → 0 is puzzling.
We leave this issue for future consideration, and focus on
the emission of Higgs through the nonperturbative process
arising from the self-interaction of the Higgs condensate
(see Fig. 1).
There is also a quadratic interaction [44], which gives
rise to two-particle emission. The emission rate was
recently recalculated and found to be much larger [16],
and we will see that a small region of parameter space is
excluded by two-photon emission alone.
B. Emission of Higgs from cusps (NG scenario)
Loops of cosmic string generically form cusps, or
points where the tangent vector vanishes and an ideal
Nambu-Goto string would move at the speed of light [1,2].
The Nambu-Goto description breaks down where the cores
of the string overlap, which occurs in a region of size
σc ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=M
p
, where M−1 is the string width in the rest
frame, and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LM
p
is the boost factor at a distanceM−1 from
an ideal cusp [14,30,45] (see Fig. 1). By similar arguments,
one can also identify a region where the Higgs condensate
(with width m−1h ) overlaps, which extends over the larger
range Δσ ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=mh
p
.
Where the string core overlaps, a nonperturbative
energy-loss process can occur [46,47], as segments of
string with oppositely oriented flux annihilate, leading to
the conversion of an amount of energy μσc ∼ μ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=M
p
into
radiation of the symmetry-breaking scalar and gauge field
Aμ. Some of this energy will be converted to Higgs
radiation with very high momentum, of order M
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LM
p
.
Similarly, the nonlinear interactions of the Higgs con-
densate in its overlap region could lead to conversion of a
significant fraction of the energy in the Higgs condensate
into radiation. One can estimate the available energy, in the
case where the condensate is of order M, to be
Ec ∼M2Δσ ∼M2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=mh
p
; ð2Þ
and that the subsequent radiation is concentrated around the
wave number mh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mhL
p
.
Therefore, given that the loop oscillates with a frequency
L, the total power in Higgs emission is
Ph ¼
β2cμﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lmh
p ; ð3Þ
where β2c is a numerical factor parametrizing the efficiency
of the nonperturbative cusp emission process.
Two-particle emission was recently shown to give a
power Phh ∼M2=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ML
p
[16], which is suppressed relative
to the nonperturbative process by a factor
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vew=M
p
. We do
not study it in detail here, beyond a brief check on the
constraints from two-particle emission in the next section.
C. Comparison of Higgs emission with gravitational
wave production (NG scenario)
In the NG scenario, the other important decay channel
for string loops is the emission of gravitational waves,
which are radiated with the power [1]
Pg ¼ ΓGμ2; ð4Þ
where Γ ∼ 50. The length Le at which loops emit the same
amount of energy in Higgs particles and gravitational
radiation is obtained when Ph ¼ Pg, or when the loop
has length
Δσ σc
FIG. 1. Diagram of cusp annihilation, showing the core of the
string (solid lines) overlapping over a length σc ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=M
p
, with the
Higgs condensate (dashed) interacting over a lengthΔσ ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=mh
p
.
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Le ¼
β4c
ðΓGμÞ2mh
: ð5Þ
For L < Le, particle emission dominates over gravitational
radiation.
Loops of energy E ¼ μL, radiating gravitational waves
and Higgs particles, shrink according to the rate
μ
dL
dt
¼ −ΓGμ2 − β
2
cμﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lmh
p : ð6Þ
For small loops, Higgs radiation is the dominant energy
loss mechanism, and the lifetime of a loop is obtained from
(6) as
Δt ∼
LðLmhÞ12
β2c
: ð7Þ
Only loops with a lifetime Δt greater than the age of
the Universe t will persist. Hence, for a loop of length
L to survive to time t it is necessary that L≳ LhðtÞ, where
LhðtÞ ¼ β
4
3
cðmhtÞ23m−1h ; ð8Þ
for the case of Higgs emission.
Similarly, the lifetime of a loop when the main energy
loss mechanism is by emission of gravitational wave is
obtained from (6) as
Δt ∼
L
ΓGμ
: ð9Þ
In this case, for a loop of length L to survive to time t it is
necessary that L≳ LgðtÞ, where
LgðtÞ ¼ ΓGμt: ð10Þ
The time at which LgðtÞ and LhðtÞ are equal is
te ¼
β4c
ðΓGμÞ3mh
: ð11Þ
The time te is also associated with the length Le. Thus,
gravitational radiation dominates for times t≳ te while
Higgs radiation dominates for times t≲ te.
Combining the two sources of energy loss, we find that at
time t, loops will be longer than a minimum length LHðtÞ
[30] given by
LHðtÞ ¼
(
LgðtÞ ¼ ΓGμt; for t≳ te;
LhðtÞ ¼ β
4
3
cðmhtÞ23m−1h ; for t≲ te:
ð12Þ
D. Higgs emission in the FT scenario
Direct numerical simulation of the Abelian Higgs model,
the canonical field theory with a cosmic string solution,
shows that there is a nonperturbative radiation mechanism
which efficiently turns the energy in string into massive
radiation of the fields from which it is made.
The mechanism allows the string network to evolve in a
self-similar manner, known as scaling. When strings reach
scaling, the average distance between strings ξ, defined in
Eq. (14), increases in proportion to the horizon distance.
Loops are produced with an average size which also
increases in proportion to the horizon distance. Scaling
behavior is observed in FT strings for a variety of initial
conditions [4,48–50], for inter-string separations of up to
the maximum accessible, about 85 in Ref. [50]1 .
In the FT scenario, the efficiency of massive radiation
means that a loop of length L survives for a time of order L
[5], and so the power in massive radiation of a loop is of
order μ, much greater than either cusp emission or
gravitational radiation. There is also significant direct
emission from the long strings. It is an interesting and
not yet fully-solved problem how the field energy of a loop
of size L is transformed into radiation with frequencyM: in
broad outline it involves the coupling of small-scale waves
on string to the large-scale modes at cusps [5]. The
fundamental assumption of the FT scenario is that the
massive radiation mechanism continues to operate at all
times, and that we can extrapolate the results of the
numerical simulations until today.
The net result is that all the energy in the string network
is converted to massive radiation, and where there is a
coupling between the Higgs and the string fields, we can
expect a proportion to appear as Higgs radiation. In keeping
with our parametrization of the NG scenario, we will write
this proportion as β2ft. Rather than consider individual loops,
we will consider the total power per unit volume of the
network itself, Qh. By covariant energy conservation this
can be written
Qh ¼ −β2ft½_ρs þ 3Hð1þ wsÞρs; ð13Þ
where H is the Hubble parameter, ρs is the total energy
density of strings, and ws is their average equation of state
parameter.
III. EVOLUTION OF STRINGS AND THE
LOOP DISTRIBUTION
A. Long strings
Strings are formed in a tangled network, with most of the
string length in the form of one infinite string, and the rest
in a scale invariant distribution of loops [1,2]. Initially, the
strings interact strongly with the cosmic fluid and are
heavily damped. This friction-dominated era lasts until the
fluid density is sufficiently low that strings move freely,
1Recent simulations have shown that scaling lasts until at least
250 in the ratio of the string separation to the string width
(Daverio, Hindmarsh, Kunz, Lizarraga, Urrestilla, unpublished).
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apart from Hubble damping (see Sec. III C). After the end
of the friction-dominated era, the interstring distance is
proportional to the horizon distance, or ξ ∝ dHðtÞ. The
interstring distance is defined such that the infinite string
density ρ∞ is given by
ρ∞ ¼
μ
ξ2
: ð14Þ
Infinite strings lose energy by a mixture of direct particle
production and the formation of loops, which subsequently
oscillate and decay. In the FT scenario, both mechanisms
are important: in the NG scenario only loop production is
important. The loops subsequently oscillate and decay
either by particle production (FT) or gravitational radiation
(NG).
B. Loop Distribution
In the NG scenario, loops decay slowly, and comprise
most of the string energy density. Therefore, in order to
calculate the emission of radiation it is necessary to know
the loop size distribution, which in turn requires the typical
length loops are born with, as well as accurate calculations
of how they decay. Recent numerical simulations [10,12]
appear to be converging on a picture in which stable (i.e.
non-self-intersecting) loops are born with a wide distribu-
tion of sizes up to a maximum of
Li ≃ βti; ð15Þ
with β≃ 0.1.
Regardless the precise distribution of loops at formation,
the number density of loops with lengths between L and
Lþ dL is in the radiation era [1]
nðL; tÞdL≃ νt−32L−52dL; for t < teq; ð16Þ
where LHðtÞ≲ L≲ βti, and ν≃ 0.2 [13]. Note that L here
means the invariant rest length of the string, defined such
that the rest energy is μL. Note also that the number density
of loops in Eq. (16) is dominated by loops with the lower
length LHðtÞ.
As we are also interested in constraints from observa-
tions of the DGRB we need to know the distribution of
loops in the matter-dominated era. We first note that right at
the beginning of the matter era, all loops will have been
formed in the radiation era, and will just have the same L
dependence as (16). The largest loops at that time will have
size L≃ βteq. As the matter era progresses, new small
loops will be produced. In recent numerical simulations of
NG strings [13], the density of loops with L≪ βteq
produced in the matter era is subdominant when compared
with those produced in the radiation era. We shall assume
this property for our loop distribution, while noting that
if significant loop fragmentation [51] were to occur, a
different loop distribution may be required.
Thus, for loops with sizes in the range LHðtÞ≲ L≲ βteq,
the number density distribution is
nðL; tÞdL≃ νt12eqt−2L−52dL; for t > teq: ð17Þ
Indeed, following the results of Ref. [13], even today most
loops were born in the radiation era for the values ofGμ and
βc relevant here. As most loops have sizes around the lower
cut-off LH, a necessary condition for there to exist today
loops created in the radiation era is LHðt0Þ≲ βteq, which
can be translated to Gμ ≲ 10−8 if gravitational radiation
dominates or βc ≲ 2 × 106 if Higgs radiation dominates.
Therefore, we take Eq. (17) to account only for these
predominant loops in the matter era, surviving from the
radiation era.
C. Friction-dominated epoch
As mentioned earlier, the formation of cosmic strings
occurs at very early times, when the Universe is dominated
by a high density of radiation. In this epoch, the main
energy loss mechanism is by friction due to the interaction
between the strings and the hot plasma that fills the
Universe. As the temperature of the Universe decreases
the strings start to reach relativistic velocities and the
friction becomes subdominant. For the model considered in
the Appendix, the scattering cross section for the Higgs
particle per unit length of string is roughly2 σ ∼m−1h .
The average drag force per unit length is approximately
ρσ, which drops below the average force due to the string
tension μ=ξ at
td ∼
m−1h
Gμ
: ð18Þ
It is only after this time that the distribution of loops takes
the scaling form (16). As we are considering constraints
from BBN between 10−1 s and 1012 s (see Sec. IV), it is
sufficient to have the condition td < 10−1 s. This implies
Gμ >
mP
mh

tP
10−1 s

≃ 5 × 10−26: ð19Þ
Therefore, we do not need to worry about the friction-
dominated epoch as long as the BBN and DGRB con-
straints are inside of the range of applicability given by
(19). It will turn out that this is indeed the case.
IV. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
A. Energy density injection (NG scenario)
The total energy density injection rate in Higgs particles
emitted by loops is given by [30]
2We are grateful to Andrew Long for pointing this out to us.
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QhðtÞ ¼
Z
dLnLðL; tÞPh; ð20Þ
with Ph being the power (3) emitted by a loop of length L
and nLðL; tÞdL is given by either (16) or (17). In the
radiation-dominated era, i.e. t < teq, the integral (20) can be
found as
QðrÞh ðtÞ≃ γ¯hðΓGμÞ12
μ
t3
HðrÞ

t
te

; ð21Þ
where γ¯h ≃ ν2 and
HðrÞ

t
te

¼
( ð tteÞ−12; for t > te;
ð tteÞ
1
6; for t < te:
ð22Þ
In the matter-dominated era, i.e. t > teq, the integral (20)
gives
QðmÞh ðtÞ≃ γ¯hðΓGμÞ12

teq
te
1
2 μ
t3
HðmÞ

t
te

; ð23Þ
with
HðmÞ

t
te

¼
( ð tteÞ−1; for t > te;
ð tteÞ−
1
3; for t < te:
ð24Þ
Note that both expressions (21) and (23) are dominated by
loops of the minimum size LHðtÞ. For early times (t < te)
loops are mainly decaying by Higgs emission, and so
LHðtÞ ¼ LhðtÞ, while at late times gravitational radiation is
the main decay channel, and so LHðtÞ ¼ LgðtÞ.
We will apply the BBN bounds derived in Ref. [20] and
summarized in Table I. The bounds in [20] are expressed in
terms of EvisYXðtÞ, where YXðtÞ is the yield at time t of a
new species X injected into the cosmic medium with
average energy Evis, and subsequently decaying into
“visible” (i.e. not weakly interacting) states. We, therefore,
need the energy density injected in one cosmic time t, in
units of the entropy density s. Defining ΔρhðtÞ ¼ tQðrÞh ðtÞ,
we obtain from (21) that
EvisYXðtÞ ¼
ΔρhðtÞ
sðtÞ ≃ 7.8γ¯h
ðtPμÞ
ðΓGμÞ12

tP
t
1
2
HðrÞ

t
te

;
ð25Þ
where sðtÞ ¼ 0.0725N 14ðmP=tÞ32 is the entropy density, with
N ∼ 10 being the effective number of degrees of freedom
during BBN.
Will also apply the bound on energy injection in the form
of γ rays derived in [43] from recent measurements of the
DGRB at GeV-scale energies by Fermi-LAT [24]. This
bound is given by
ωem ≲ 5.8 × 10−7 eV=cm3: ð26Þ
The bound above is quoted in terms of ωem, the total
electromagnetic energy injected since the Universe became
transparent to GeV γ rays, which was at about tc ≃ 1015 s.
Once Higgs particles are emitted they will decay and a
significant fraction of the energy cascades into γ rays, and
so Higgs emission is subject to the DGRB bound. The
electromagnetic energy density from Higgs particles
decaying into photons can be calculated as
ωem ¼ fem
Z
t0
tc
dt
QðmÞh ðtÞ
ð1þ zÞ4 ; ð27Þ
where we choose fem ¼ 1 and ð1þ zÞ ¼ ðt0=tÞ2=3 in the
matter-dominated era. The factor 1=ð1þ zÞ4 comes from
the redshift of the photon energy density from the time of
production until today. The integral (27) gives
ωem ≃ 3γ¯hðΓGμÞ12

teq
te
1
2

te
t0
2
3 μ
t20
Mðtc; te; t0Þ; ð28Þ
where
Mðtc; te; t0Þ ¼
8>><
>>:
ðtetcÞ
1
3 − ðtet0Þ
1
3; for te < tc;
2− ðtcteÞ
1
3 − ðtet0Þ
1
3; for tc < te < t0;
ðt0teÞ
1
3 − ðtcteÞ
1
3; for te > t0:
ð29Þ
TABLE I. This table shows the observational BBN [20] bounds and the correspondent time ts (in seconds) when
they are applicable. From all bounds analyzed in [20], the ones that provide the strongest constraints are the low and
high helium and deuterium bounds.
ts ¼ t=s Element Low bound High bound
1 4He EvisYX ≲ 4 × 10−12 GeV EvisYX ≲ 8 × 10−11 GeV
3.2 4He EvisYX ≲ 2 × 10−12 GeV EvisYX ≲ 5 × 10−11 GeV
10 4He EvisYX ≲ 1 × 10−12 GeV EvisYX ≲ 3 × 10−11 GeV
4 × 102 D EvisYX ≲ 1 × 10−13 GeV EvisYX ≲ 3 × 10−13 GeV
1 × 103 D EvisYX ≲ 4 × 10−14 GeV EvisYX ≲ 1 × 10−13 GeV
3 × 103 D EvisYX ≲ 2 × 10−14 GeV EvisYX ≲ 6 × 10−14 GeV
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Note that there are three cases to consider, depending on
when te occurs in relation to tc and t0. The first case is when
te < tc, in which case the contribution to gamma rays
comes from loops decaying mainly into gravitational
radiation, most of which are of size LgðtÞ. This contribu-
tion, in the top of Eq. (29), is dominated by the first term.
The second case is when tc < te < t0 and the integration
(27) has two contributions: tc ≲ t≲ te, when loops are
mostly emitting Higgs particles and are of size LhðtÞ, and
te ≲ t≲ t0 when the loops are mostly decaying into
gravitational radiation, but contribute also to gamma rays,
and mostly have size LgðtÞ. The sum of these two
contributions [the middle expression in Eq. (29)] is
dominated by the first term in the expression on the
right-hand side. The third and last case is when t0 < te,
in which case loops are still decaying predominately into
Higgs particles, and are mostly of size LhðtÞ. In this case,
the expression is dominated by the first term in the bottom
of Eq. (29).
B. Constraints on Gμ and βc (NG scenario)
Now that we have computed the energy injection by
decaying Higgs from cosmic strings in the NG scenario, we
can derive the bounds on the string tension Gμ and the
efficiency parameter βc.
We first consider the bounds from BBN on energy
injection presented in Fig. 38 of Ref. [20]. The bounds
are calculated for a generic bosonic X particles with a
lifetime around the time of nucleosynthesis, and a mass
mX ¼ 100 GeV. This is close to the Higgs mass and, thus,
suitable for our estimate.
We have extracted estimated limits on EvisYXðtÞ at
several times (see Table I). From all elements considered
in the Fig. 38 of Ref. [20], the strongest constraints in our
case come from the primordial abundances of 4He and D. It
should be noted that Ref. [20] takes into account two
bounds for both the primordial abundance of 4He and D.
The 4He bounds come from abundance estimates from two
different groups [52,53], while the two D bounds come
from an estimate of the uncertainty in the measurements of
the primordial D abundance in a small number of damped
Lyman-α systems [54]. We will quote limits derived from
the two bounds for both elements, labeling them as low and
high bounds.
Note that the low bound on EvisYXðtÞ coming from the
primordial 4He is a factor 20–30 lower than the high bound,
whereas the central values of the primordial 4He estimates
from which the bounds are derived differ by only a few per
cent. This sensitivity arises because the standard BBN
prediction for the 4He abundance at the range of baryon-to-
photon ratios used by Ref. [20] is very close to the upper 2σ
limit of the low estimate. Hence, there is very little room for
the extra 4He which the energy injection brings about.
The resulting bounds on Gμ and βc are calculated from
Eq. (25). The energy injection at the time tBBN, when
viewed as a function ofGμ and βc, takes the form of a ridge
along the line teðGμ; βcÞ ¼ tBBN. Hence, For te > tBBN,
there is an upper bound on the combination Gμβ−2=3c , while
for te < tBBN there is a lower bound on Gμβ−2c . For a given
tBBN, the excluded region takes the form of a wedge around
the line teðGμ; βcÞ ¼ tBBN. The numerical values of the
strongest bounds on these parameter combinations are
given in Table II, along with the source of the bound,
and the range of tBBN over which the bound is important.
We plot the excluded regions in the ðβc; GμÞ plane in
Fig. 2 (left). Note that in the case of the 4He constraints, a
range of tBBN contributes significantly, and we see the
union of a set of wedge-shaped regions. We have also
checked that there are relevant constraints from the two-
Higgs emission and plotted them also in Fig. 2 (right).
In both plots, green represents constraints due to 4He and
blue those due to D, while light and dark colors represent
bounds from low and high estimates of the abundances. The
4He and D bounds we have taken are derived, respectively,
from the intervals 1 s ≲ tBBN ≲ 10 s and 4 × 102 s≲
tBBN ≲ 3 × 103 s. In all cases the excluded values of Gμ
are sufficiently large that the friction-dominated epoch is
long finished by the time of BBN [see Eq. (19)].
We recall that the two-Higgs emission is suppressed over
the nonperturbative cusp emission by a factor
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vew=M. As
TABLE II. Constraints on the string tension Gμ in the NG scenario, derived from comparing the predicted energy
injection per unit entropy (25) with the BBN constraints of Table I and expressed as a function of the Higgs emission
efficiency parameter βc. As explained in the text, a constraint on EvisYXðtÞ excludes a wedge-shaped region in the
ðGμ; βcÞ parameter space. The left column shows the equations of the greatest lower bound and the least upper
bound resulting from all such regions in the time interval given in the right-hand column. The union of the excluded
regions are plotted in Fig. 2.
Constraints on Gμ Observational bounds Time interval
Gμ ≳ 8 × 10−10β2c Gμ ≲ 1 × 10−12β
2
3
c High 4He bound 1 s≲ tBBN ≲ 10 s
Gμ ≳ 2 × 10−8β2c Gμ ≲ 4 × 10−14β
2
3
c Low 4He bound 1 s≲ tBBN ≲ 10 s
Gμ ≳ 6 × 10−10β2c Gμ ≲ 2 × 10−14β
2
3
c High D/H bound 4 × 102 s≲ tBBN ≲ 3 × 103 s
Gμ ≳ 2 × 10−9β2c Gμ ≲ 6 × 10−15β
2
3
c Low D/H bound 4 × 102 s≲ tBBN ≲ 3 × 103 s
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a consequence, on the right plot in Fig. 2, one can see that
the excluded regions due to 4He and D are much smaller,
compared with the plot on the left. For the physical values
βc ≲ 1, there is no constraint due to two-Higgs emission
from the high 4He abundance estimate.
It should be noted that the values for the primordial
abundances used in Ref. [20] have undergone revisions and
the suggested current values for 4He and D can be found in
[55]. Compared with the abundance values considered in
[20], the current helium abundance is about 2% above our
high 4He value, while the current deuterium value is about
10% below our low D value, with a significantly reduced
uncertainty. It is beyond the scope of this paper to recalculate
the bounds on EvisYXðtÞ, but one can estimate that they
will change in proportion to the change in the central value of
the abundance. The reduction in the observational errors
would make little difference, as the error budget in [20] is
dominated by nuclear cross sections and hadronic decays.
Hence, we argue that a recalculation using [20] with current
abundance estimates would produce bounds on Gμ and βc
similar to the high 4He and low D values in Table II, which
are quoted to one significant figure only.
Bounds on the energy injection ωem from Fermi-LAT
diffuse gamma-ray data [24,43] [see Eq. (26)] follow from
Eqs. (28) and (29). The analytical expressions for the
resulting constraints on Gμ and βc are found to be
Gμ≳ 2 × 10−17β2c; for te ≲ tc;
Gμ≲ 1 × 10−15β23c; for te ≳ t0: ð30Þ
The expressions above formally provide a constraint only
if βc takes unphysically large values greater than about
102, which is found using the middle expression
in Eq. (29).
C. Constraints on Gμ and βft (Field Theory scenario)
Field theory simulations [4,5,48] suggest that cosmic
strings lose energy during their lifetime mainly by classical
radiation of massive fields, corresponding to the emission
of particles. Thus, in terms of the total equation of state
parameter w, the energy injection rate into observable
particles from string decay is given by [1,56]
Qh
Hρ
¼ 3β2ftðw − wsÞΩs; ð31Þ
where Ωs ¼ ρs=ρ is the string density parameter, with ρ
being the total energy density in the Universe. We recall
that the factor β2ft parametrizes the fraction of the available
string energy going into Higgs or other Standard Model
particles.
It follows from Eq. (31) that we can define the total
energy density, in Higgs particles, released in the cosmic
medium as
ΔρhðtÞ ¼ tQh ¼ γ¯h;ft
μ
t2
; ð32Þ
where γ¯h;ft ¼ 3β2ftðw − wsÞ=x2, and we have defined
x ¼ α
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
μ=ρst2
p
, which is about 0.7 ðα ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þ in the
radiation era and 0.9 ðα ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3=2p Þ in the matter era
[4,5]. The string equation of state parameter is ws ≃
−0.15 in the matter era and ws ≃ −0.13 in the radiation
FIG. 2 (color online). Constraints on cosmic string tension Gμ, in the NG scenario, plotted in the ðβc; GμÞ plane for ν ¼ 0.2 and
Γ ¼ 50. The plot on the left shows constraints due to nonperturbative emission of Higgs at cusps, and on the right due to two-particle
emission. In both plots, green represents constraints due to 4He and blue those due to D, while light and dark colors represent bounds
from low and high estimates of the abundances. Note that there is no bound due to two-Higgs emission from the high 4He abundance
estimate for physical values βc < 1.
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era.3 We, therefore, take γ¯h;ft ≃ 2.8β2ft in the radiation era
and γ¯h;ft ≃ 0.5β2ft in the matter era.
Using (32) we can obtain the total energy density in
Higgs particles in the radiation-dominated era in units of
entropy density as being
EvisYX ¼
ΔρhðtÞ
sðtÞ ≃ 2.2 × 10β
2
ftGμ

mP
t
1
2
: ð33Þ
We can also obtain the electromagnetic energy density
injected by the decay of strings as
ωem ¼ femΔρhðtÞ≃ 0.5β2ft μt2 ; ð34Þ
where fem is the fraction of the total Higgs energy (32) that
ends up in γ rays in the Fermi-LAT sensitivity range 0.1–
100 GeV. The primary decay channel is bb¯, which will
produce many photons via pion decays. Photons will also
be produced by electromagnetic cascades caused by inter-
actions with the various kinds of background radiation.
Hence, it is reasonable to take fem to be of order unity, and
we will take fem ¼ 1 as an adequate level of modeling.
By applying the bounds presented in Table I and in
Eq. (26) one gets, respectively, the BBN and DGRB
constraints presented in Table III, for the FT scenario.
The constraints are also plotted in the ðβft; GμÞ plane, as
can be seen in Fig. 3. We can notice in the plot that the
strongest BBN constraints come from the abundance of
deuterium at tBBN ¼ 3 × 103 s. The low D, DGRB and
high D bounds are, respectively, bounded below by a light
blue dashed line, a solid red line and a solid purple line.
Thus, the light blue region is excluded by the low D bound,
the red region is excluded by the combination of the low D
and DGRB bounds and the purple region is excluded by the
low D, DGRB and high D bounds. Note that the low D
bound is the strongest one.
We noticed that our DGRB bound is stronger than the
one quoted in [3], Gμ ≲ 10−10f−1, where f ¼ β2ft is the
fraction of the strings’ energy appearing as standard model
particles. The previous limit was based on EGRET data
[57] and an older analysis of the cascade into γ rays by a
different group [42].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered bounds on cosmic
string scenarios coming from big bang nucleosynthesis and
the diffuse gamma-ray background in both Nambu-Goto
and field theory scenarios of cosmic strings, assuming that
the strings have a Higgs condensate of order the cosmic
string mass scale M. We show, by reference to [19], that
large condensates are to be expected in a wide region of
parameter space of models where the Higgs portal coupling
is stronger than the self-coupling of the symmetry-breaking
scalar field.
In the NG scenario we assumed that the dominant
particle production comes from nonperturbative emission
from cusps on string loops, and we also assumed an average
of one large cusp per loop per period of oscillation. The
Higgs emission rate in the NG scenario is then (3). We
derived the distribution of loops (16) that were born in the
radiation-dominated era (relevant for BBN bounds), and the
distribution of loops (17) that were born in the radiation-
dominated era and still survive in the matter-dominated era
(relevant for the constraints due to DGRB). We checked
that the bounds apply to strings which have ceased being
friction-dominated using (19).
The Higgs energy density injection per expansion time in
units of entropy (relevant for the BBN bounds) was
TABLE III. Constraints on the string tension Gμ in the FT
scenario. This table shows the analytical bounds we obtain from
observations of DGRB and BBN, for emission of Higgs, as a
function of the parameter βft. Note that the strongest constraints
come from D at time tBBN ¼ 3 × 103 s.
Constraints on Gμ Observational bounds Time
Gμ ≲ 2.7 × 10−11β−2ft DGRB t ¼ t0
Gμ ≲ 5.4 × 10−11β−2ft High D bound t ¼ tBBN
Gμ ≲ 1.8 × 10−11β−2ft Low D bound t ¼ tBBN
FIG. 3 (color online). Constraints on cosmic string tension Gμ,
in the FT scenario, derived from BBN [20] and the DGRB [43],
plotted in the ðβft; GμÞ plane. Deuterium is the only element that
provides constraints in this case. Thereby, the light blue region
bounded below by the blue dashed line is excluded by the low D
bound. The red region bounded below by the solid red line is
excluded by the combination of the low D and DGRB bounds
while the purple region bounded below by the solid purple line is
excluded by the low D, DGRB and high D bounds.
3D. Daverio, M. Hindmarsh, M. Kunz, J. Lizarraga, and J.
Urrestilla, unpublished.
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presented for the NG scenario in (25). The electromagnetic
energy density from Higgs particles decaying into photons
(relevant for DGRB) was presented in (28). The BBN and
DGRB constraints on the NG scenario parameters (string
tension Gμ and Higgs radiation efficiency βc) were
presented in Table II and Eq. (30), respectively. All these
constraints are plotted in Fig. 2.
We also applied the bounds in Table I to the FT scenario,
where a fraction of the total energy of the string network of
order β2ft goes into Higgs radiation. The high and low D
bounds are, respectively, Gμ≲ 5.4 × 10−11β−2ft and Gμ ≲
1.8 × 10−11β−2ft whereas the DGRB bound is Gμ≲ 2.7×
10−11β−2ft . These constraints are plotted in Fig. 3. The
DGRB bound is significantly stronger than previous
estimates [3], thanks to improved modeling and more
recent data from Fermi-LAT [43].
An extra spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry, whose
symmetry-breaking fields are coupled to the Standard
Model via the Higgs portal, is a rather conservative
extension of known physics. It is interesting that there
are strong cosmological constraints on such models at high
energy scales, complementary to those from accelerator
searches. For the future, the uncertainty in the modeling of
the Higgs emission, parametrized by the efficiency ampli-
tudes βc and βft, can be reduced by numerical simulations
of the Abelian Higgs model with extra fields.
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Note added—During the refereeing process, another paper
on very similar topics appeared [58]. This paper addition-
ally considers Higgs emission from kinks and constraints
from cosmic microwave background spectral distortions
and cosmic rays. The constraints from primordial helium
presented in [58] for cusp emission in the NG scenario are
consistent with ours (the green region on the left plot in
Fig. 2). Constraints from the primordial deuterium abun-
dance were not taken into account, and the FT scenario was
not considered.
Appendix: THE HIGGS CONDENSATE AND THE
STRING-HIGGS COUPLING
For analyzing the classical string solutions, it is
sufficient to consider a subset of the bosonic fields with
a Uð1Þ0 × Uð1ÞZ theory, corresponding gauge fields Aμ
and Zμ, coupling constants ðg0; gZÞ, and complex scalar
fields ϕ and H. We interpret H as the lower component
of the Higgs doublet Φ. We work in a diagonal basis for
the gauge fields and assume that the Uð1Þ0 symmetry is
broken at a scale much higher than the electroweak scale
so that we can neglect coupling of the ϕ field to Zμ. The
scalar field charges can then be written (1,0) and ðqH; 1Þ.
The energy functional for the vortex in two dimensions
(which is the functional for the energy per unit length in
three dimensions) is
E¼
Z
d2y

jDaϕj2 þ jDaHj2 þ
1
2
B2A þ
1
2
B2Z þVðϕ;HÞ

;
ðA1Þ
where d2y ¼ rdrdφ, a ¼ ð1; 2Þ and
Vðϕ; HÞ ¼ 1
2
λ1ðjϕj2 −M2Þ2 þ
1
2
λ2ðjHj2 − η2Þ2
þ λ3ðjϕj2 −M2ÞðjHj2 − η2Þ ðA2Þ
is the potential. The covariant derivatives and the two
magnetic field strengths are given by
Daϕ ¼ ð∂a − ig0AaÞϕ;
DaH ¼ ð∂a − ig0qHAa − igZZaÞH; ðA3Þ
and
BA ¼ ϵab∂aAb; BZ ¼ ϵab∂aZb: ðA4Þ
In terms of the standard SU(2) coupling g and the weak
mixing angle θw, gZ ¼ g tan θw=2. We assume that the
ground state is jϕj ¼ M and jΦj ¼ η, which means
that λ1λ2 > λ23.
An ansatz for a static cylindrically symmetric solution is
ϕ ¼ MfðxÞeiθ; H ¼ MhðxÞ;
Aa ¼ θˆa
MaðxÞ
x
; Za ¼ θˆa
MzðxÞ
x
; ðA5Þ
where x ¼ g0Mr. In this case the static energy functional
becomes
E
2πM2
¼
Z
dxx

ðf0Þ2 þ ð1 − aÞ
2
x2
f2 þ ðh0Þ2
þ ðqHaþ zÞ
2
x2
h2 þ 1
2

a0
x

2
þ 1
2
α2

z0
x

2
þ ~Vðf; hÞ

; ðA6Þ
where α2 ¼ g02=g2Z and
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~Vðf; hÞ ¼ 1
2
~λ1ðf2 − 1Þ2 þ
1
2
~λ2ðh2 − h2ewÞ2
þ ~λ3ðf2 − 1Þðh2 − h2ewÞ; ðA7Þ
with h2ew ¼ η2=M2 and ~λi ¼ λi=g02. We assume that
hew ≪ 1. Then in this limit, the Higgs mass is mh ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2λ2
p
η ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃλ2p vew.
The standard Nielsen-Olesen solution is obtained by
minimizing E subject to the constraints h ¼ 0 and z ¼ 0.
We denote this solution f¯, a¯, which has the following
properties,
f¯ ≃
( f0x;
1 − f1x−1=2 exp

−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ1
q
x

;
a¯≃
	
a0x2 − f20x4=4; x→ 0;
1 − a1x1=2 expð−xÞ; x→ ∞;
ðA8Þ
with f0, f1, a0 and a1 O(1) constants. In the case ~λ1 > 4,
x−1=2 expð−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ1
q
xÞ is replaced by x−1 expð−2xÞ. Roughly
speaking, the gauge field a¯ stays close to zero for x≲ 1,
while the scalar field f¯ stays close to zero for
x≲ Xf ¼ maxð1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ1
q
; 1=2Þ. Outside these distances, both
a¯ and f¯ approach 1 exponentially.
To show that there is a Higgs condensate, it is sufficient
to demonstrate that there is a field configuration with h ¼
h0 ≠ 0 at the core of the string which reduces the energy.
The configuration need not be a solution to the field
equations: as the solution minimizes the energy one is
guaranteed that the true solution has even lower energy.
We first note that at distances Xf ≪ x, the equation for
the Higgs field is
−
1
x
d
dx

x
dh
dx

þ ~λ2ðh2 − h2ewÞh≃ 0; ðA9Þ
which for h≫ hew has the solution
h≃ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ2
q
x
: ðA10Þ
This solution is, therefore, a good approximation for
x≪ g0M=mh, provided it can be matched on to a solution
at x≪ Xf.
For g0M=mh ≪ x, the Higgs field relaxes to its vacuum
value h ¼ hew according to
h ¼ hew

1þ h1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rmh
p expð−rmhÞ

; ðA11Þ
where h1 is a constant.
Near the core of the string, at x≪ 1, the field equation is
−
1
x
d
dx

x
dh
dx

þ ð~λ2h2 − ~λ3Þh≃ 0; ðA12Þ
which means that ~λ2h20 < ~λ3 in order that the condensate be
at a maximum at x ¼ 0.
We accordingly make an ansatz representing a conden-
sate of amplitude h0 and width Xh,
χs ¼
(
h0 x ≤ Xh;
1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ2
q
x Xh < x;
ðA13Þ
where h0 ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ2
q
Xh. The amplitude and the width are
linked by the field equation (A12), which forces
Xh ≳ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ3
q
. We set z ¼ 0 for the ansatz: the field
equations will generate some magnetic flux BZ, but this
can only reduce the energy further.
The change in the energy due to the Higgs condensate
with ansatz (A13) is
ΔE
2πM2
¼
Z
∞
0
dxx
h
ðh0Þ2 þ ðqHa¯Þ
2
x2
h2 þ 1
2
~λ2h4
þ ~λ3ðf¯2 − 1Þh2
i
;
≃ h20
h
1þ q
2
H
2
ð1þ lnX2hÞ −
1
2
C3ð~λi; h0Þ
i
; ðA14Þ
where we have neglected the terms hew in Eq. (A7) and the
function C3ð~λi; h0Þ is
C3ð~λi; h0Þ≃
8<
:
~λ3X2f; ~λ3 ≪ ~λ1;
~λ3X2h
h
1þ ln

X2f
X2h
i
; ~λ3 ≫ ~λ1:
ðA15Þ
For the integration inEq. (A14)we assumed that bothXh and
Xf arebigger thanone.Thechange (A14)must benegative in
order for the total energy (A6) tobe reduced.FromEq. (A15),
and using Xf ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ1
q
, we see that ΔE cannot be negative
for ~λ3 ≪ ~λ1. In the opposite limit ~λ3 ≫ ~λ1, ΔE is made as
negative as possible by making Xh as small as possible
without violating the conditionXh ≳ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ3
q
, so that h20 is as
large as possible. Hence, Xh ∼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ3
q
, and
h0 ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~λ3
~λ2
s
; ðA16Þ
giving a reduction in energy ΔE ∼ −M2λ3=λ2. Hence, with
~λ3 ≫ ~λ1, we can write down an ansatz for the Higgs
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condensate, whose mass scale is M, which reduces the
energy by OðM2Þ.
Let us now recall the condition λ23 < λ1λ2 which guar-
antees that jfj ¼ 1 and jhj ¼ η=M is the global minimum.
Thus, we see that λ3 is bounded both above and below, and
the part of parameter space most favorable for a large
condensate while preserving the correct vacuum is
λ1 ≪ λ3 <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λ1λ2
p
: ðA17Þ
Given that λ2≃0.25 for the measured valuemh≃126GeV,
the favorable region for a Higgs condensate is
λ1 ≪ λ3 ≲ 0.5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λ1
p
: ðA18Þ
We observe that in order for it to be possible to satisfy these
inequalities, we must have λ1 ≪ 1.
Our ansatz gives only an upper bound on the energy of
the true solution, but we already know that it is at least
OðM2Þ below that of the Nielsen-Olesen string. We con-
clude that the true solution must have yet lower energy,
which is still OðM2Þ, as there is no other relevant scale in
the problem. In order to generate a reduction of this size,
the condensate must be of OðMÞ. We note that a condensate
of order vew could reduce the energy by only Oðv2ewÞ.
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